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Graphtec launches New Solutions along with a Newly Developed Content Driven Website 

 

Graphtec America, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Graphtec Corporation, is proud to 

announce the launch of a new website (www.graphtecamerica.com/instrument) along with the launch of 

the GL7000 modular data acquisition platform and GLET box modular adaptors for the GL series 

portable instruments.*  Data Acquisition and Test Instruments can oftentimes add heavy loads to R&D 

and engineering cost due to their sophisticated software mechanisms as well as their hardware 

integration. Graphtec recognizes the engineers’ need for having a flexible and versatile system that 

meets the demand of the every-day testing as they go from one test site to another. Graphtec 

dataloggers and data platform eliminate these problems with a system that launches test applications 

quickly and cost-effectively. 

GL7000 with modular style add-on amplifier was originally launched in 2016, and has been 

providing a versatile and flexible solution for the test instrumentation market. With this set up, users can 

eliminate purchases of unnecessary amplifiers by focusing only on channel requirements that meet 

their basic test scenario. “This way, cost can be significantly controlled as you work with your basic 

testing requirement and add on any amplifiers at a later time when scenarios change” says Ken T. 

Matsunaga, Senior Sales Manager for Graphtec Instruments Division. “Portability and versatility are the 

key aspect of our company. From field on-site testing to maintenance and service requirements, having 

a recording instrument at a palm of your hand becomes a vital aspect of monitoring and data logging. 

Eliminating the need for a PC software takes you away from the time it takes to download, measure, 

and analyze data. Graphtec can offer all of this as a one-stop solution for your testing requirement.” 

New website will offer two new solutions for the GL portable series instruments – handy GLET 

Box Adaptors and Remote Monitoring Solution using Cellular Gateway System. GLET boxes provide 

power supply solution using the power plug from the GL240/GL840s to excite power (max 

18VDC/50mA) for proprietary transducers and sensors connected to the GL instruments. They will also 

offer strain gauge solution for full bridge sensors above 300ohms (0-10V/±10V output) at max 2, 5, and 

10mV/V resolution. Quick connect adaptors for the logic/pulse signal will also be available through the 

GLET boxes. Remote monitoring solution for the cellular gateway system will be offered in conjunction 

with Sierra Wireless Airlink® RV50 and GX450** cellular routers. For those interested in monitoring 

http://www.graphtecamerica.com/instrument


 

temperature, humidity, pressure, flow, or speed data utilizing GL instruments’ networking capability, this 

remote monitoring solution will offer a secured remote connection to your dataloggers using proprietary 

cellular connection. “The solution has already been launched to several utility and energy companies, 

and we are excited to announce this to the rest of the world.” 

Contact inst.sales@graphtecamerica.com for more information or you can find us at: 

 

http://www.graphtecamerica.com/instruments. 

 

*GLET boxes are products offered from Althen GmbH Mess- and Sensortechnik 

**RV50 and GX450 is registered trademark from Sierra Wireless, Inc. 

 

About Graphtec America, Inc. 

Established in 1949, Graphtec’s corporate philosophy emphasizes the pride every member takes in the company’s 

products. The pride comes through at all stages, from preliminary planning and design to final delivery. This 

commitment does not stop at the factory door. It extends to services and customer-support personnel around the 

world, because Graphtec never forgets what is at stake every time you choose one of its products. Graphtec 

proudly acknowledges its standing as a world leader in cutting technology and is committed to further enhancing 

its competitive strengths, product features, performance, and drive for excellence. 
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